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Pre-Entry Health Screen:      Qs 1-4, then show As 1-2 then As 3-4

1       Are you performing health 

related pre-entry screening?  

We are not taking temperatures, we are asking 

associates to perform a self-assessment daily for 

COVID-19 symptoms, including taking their own 

temperature.  Asking themselves ?s like Have I been 

in contact with someone who has been diagnosed, 

have I been instructed to self-quarantine or have I  

traveled in the past 2 weeks outside my normal daily 

routine?(see attached flyer)

TERESA LIKEWISE, No, associates and daily 

contractors are asked to self assess. New or visiting 

contractors have to answer the presetn questions

Yes Self initiated set of questions Yes

1(cont)       Are you performing 

health related pre-entry 

screening?  

NA No Yes, No touch scanner Will send info upon rquest see above different level of options

Currently using no-touch thermometers.  Our HQ is 

planning to purchase Automated Thermal 

Temperature Screening equipment to be install in 

our entry lobby.

2       Does your office take 

temperatures upon entering the 

facility?  

No, associates are asked to perform a self-

assessment daily for COVID-19 symptoms (see 

attached flyer)

No, it was believed by our organization to be an 

ineffective manner to detect infected persons due to 

the number of asymptomatic persons

Yes Automated Temperature scanner that verifies 

temperature and checks people in as OK to enter 

office. Tracks who signed in through facial 

recognition. Creates reports. Will send info upon 

request

- InfraRed thermometers (I can recommend a few 

for work & home)

- Temperature sensors = FocalPoint/VitalSign 

(others, see JimW)

Yes

3       Are you requiring 

employees (visitors, others) 

answer preset questions before 

entering?

No, associates are asked to perform a self-

assessment daily for COVID-19 symptoms (see 

attached flyer)

Yes, for new contractors and guests, but not 

associates, there is instruction provided to 

associates regarding when they cannot come on site 

based upon this information.  It is found on the 

Garmin Intranet site

Yes 

-Health screening via text msg before leaving for 

work:

-Device Magic-mobile survey app with intellegent 

backend.  Great for cleaning checklist or pre-entry 

health screening

-ReturnSafe (shown) or MobileFrame-3rd party 

software for gathering employee health screening 

data, temp taken by employee & creates a "Passed" 

screen with QR code for entering = 

Yes

4       Do you require, 

recommend, or are you allowing 

personal preference to wear 

face mask in your office setting?

Effective immediately (June 15), associates and 

visitors are NOT allowed to enter CSC without 

wearing a mask. In addition, all associates and 

guests must wear a mask anytime they are away 

from their desk.HRB provided one branded mask per 

associate that was placed on their desk along with 

the Return Flyer.  We do have some excess non-

branded masks at the security desk in case someone 

forgets theirs.  These will be available until we run 

out. 

KELLY As of July 1, associates and contractors are 

required to wear a mask indoors and outdoors. Only 

if one are in an enclosed room by oneself can you be 

without a mask.  Currently, we are not accepting 

guests unless approved by a member of the 

executive management team. Contractors on site 

are required to adhere to similar policies.  Garmin 

provided one branded mask per associate that they 

were to pick up when they came to the office.   We 

are ordering additional for purchase, allowing 

associates to order an additional 4 each.. Disposable 

masks are available if needed.

Yes masks are Mandatory unless you reside at your 

desk

Masks are mandated as one is moving about the 

facility, not while at a desk/workspace.

Cleaning/Disinfecting:            Qs 1-3, then Qs 4-7
1       Is your facility being 

disinfected by a company using 

an ‘approved, effective’ process 

(ie. via mist)

Yes, bi-monthly fogging Fri-Sun nights.  Associates 

must be away from the floor for minimum of 30 

minutes.  

Kelly Yes, nightly fogging M-F, plus disinfecting by 

wipes and products. Hospital grade, using 

electrostatic sprayer nightly 

Yes Nightly cleaning and disinfecting twice per week 

via electrostatic mist

We are having the facility deep cleaned each night, 

which includes wiping down worksurfaces and other 

flat surfaces (not using mist)

2       Have you developed any 

additional processes to help 

combat the spread of the virus?

H&R Block is making every effort to maintain hand 

sanitizer and restroom dispensers will be checked 

regularly and filled as supplies permit. Sanitizer 

spray and paper towels will be available in 

conference rooms for disinfecting after use. Our 

janitorial staff will be cleaning high touch areas 

frequently and associates can notify Facilities via 

ServiceNow to treat specific areas. Any associate 

who wishes to bring their own disinfectant spray or 

wipes should be respectful of those around them 

and the spray or wipes must be used to 

manufacturer requirements.

  Kelly Garmin has had installed all hands free 

designed devises in restrooms and main, common  

area High usage doors starting in March.

Implemented hygiene stations, to allow employees 

product to disinfect as a back up and associates can 

notify Facilities to treat specific areas if needed.

Yes touchless faucets, foot pulls on doors, touchless 

coffee and Ice/water, sanitization stations through 

out, Tissue dispensers and waste receptacle on any 

door that doesn’t have a foot pull, Automated 

vacuuming. Will send more info upon request

Don’t think so but question unclear.

3       Have cleaning frequencies 

stayed the same? Decreased 

due to more sanitization? 

Increased? Is there enough 

staff?

At the onset of the pandemic, H&R Block Facilities & 

Corporate Real Estate increased the number of 

cleaning personnel and frequency of cleaning . We 

will continue to maintain this increased frequency, 

including high touch areas (door handles, elevator 

buttons, etc.) during reopening operations and 

longer if needed.

KELLY At the onset of the pandemic, Garmin facilities 

increased the number of cleaning personnel and 

frequency of cleaning . We will continue to maintain 

this increased frequency, including high touch areas 

(door handles, elevator buttons, etc.) during 

reopening operations and longer if needed.

Time saved through automated vacuuming now 

goes to disinfecting.  More info upon request

Current daytime janitorial staff is focusing on 

cleaning high-touch areas, i.e. hardware, keypads, 

etc. in addition to usual cleaning which doesn’t take 

as long as usual due to few people in building.  This 

is in addition to the evening cleaning, mentioned 

above, that is an additional service due to COVID.



4       Are you utilizing a system 

to track cleaning and/or 

sanitizing in in spaces or areas in 

the building?

We hired a 3rd party to test areas for effective 

cleaning.  Our janitorial vendor is testing the use of 

"GoSpotCheck" app.

Starting to use Cleantelligent app to track and 

confirm janitorial staff has cleaned all areas 

scheduled.

All touch points are sanitized twice per week and 

daily by users

-Many CMMS have mobile app.  Or FieldFlex, 

VeriClean 

A little bit and nothing formal.  The daytime 

janitorial crew tracks who’s sitting where in the 

building so the evening crew can clean those specific 

workspaces.  We only have about 10 people in the 

building so this is relatively easy to do.  Once more 

people are in the building, the evening crew will 

clean all areas.

5       Do employees have access 

to this info to know what’s been 

cleaned and when?

Yes, we have communicated regularly our general 

cleaning activities via email and on our intranet 

page.  

KELLY Yes, we have communicated regularly our 

general cleaning activities via email, and ongoing 

with associates as needed for scheduling disinfecting

Yes 
They know the overall process but not the specific 

areas cleaned each night.

6       Have you made any HVAC 

alterations to your ventilation, 

humidity, filters, etc.?    Or using 

UV?

We have upgraded our filters that had previously 

ranged from MERV ratings of 8 thru 12 to MERV 13 

in all Air Handling Units.  MERV stands for Minimum 

Efficiency Reporting Value. Or  “how effective is your 

air filter?” MERV ratings range from 1-16. The higher 

the MERV rating on a filter, the fewer dust particles 

and other contaminants that can pass through it.  

MERV 13 traps bacteria and virus carriers.  Make 

sure you work with your HVAC provider to 

determine the best filters for your system. 

We have always had UV lighting at our outside air 

intakes and will be installing UV lighting in all 39 air 

handlers later in July.    

KELLY No alterations but we have replaced more 

than 1000 air filters since the beginning of the 

pandemic and will increase the frequency in the 

future.  Garmin's facilities are unique in that their 

HVAC provides humidification at a 30% level for anti 

static of the type of work we do vs, a typical office 

building does not supply humid...it decreases in 

winter, increases in summer...we have a consistent 

level of humidity in our building through the seasons

Added outside air to HVAC NO for all

7       How is your staff 

prioritizing standard 

maintenance practices?

Engineering is focused on PMs and associate 

requests that are not critical are done when time 

allows.  6 engineers are split, 3 WFH and 3 in the 

office on a rotation to ensure we always have staff 

available in case of an exposure.  the 6 WFH are 

monitoring systems and work orders.

KELLY Engineering is focused on PMs and associate 

requests that are not critical (e.g. 

HVAC/plumbing/electrical) are done when time 

allows.  8 maintenance technicians work daily, with 

some shift in times due to child care needs.

Added some technology to allow for more 

disinfecting by current staff
N/A

Phasing Return- Qs 1-5

1       Did you do a Return-to-

Work employee Survey?  Would 

you be willing to share?

We did not perform a survey. No

Simple Questions -How long can you work from 

home?- How is your ability to work from home vs 

working from the office?- How do you feel about 

returning to the office?- Would you feel 

comfortable having your temperature taken?

Yes 

2       Do you have a developed 

Reintegration or Return-to-

Work plan?  Can you provide an 

overview? 

Associates are being invited back by their Birth 

Month in random order starting June 1 and 

completing August 31.  

The date in the Return Schedule is your open 

invitation to return to the office – this is not a 

required date and there won’t be an official email 

telling you it’s time to return. During the phased 

reopening, associates who are able to work from 

home are encouraged to continue to do so. We also 

know and understand there will be exceptions, 

including some associates who may want to return 

ahead of their scheduled timeframe, so please work 

with your VP and your HR business partner on your 

individual timing needs.

TERESA Manufacturing & warehouse has been 

running at ~90% as an essential supplier.  The 

business & engineering buildings are up to ~35%.  

The plan was to slowly reintegrate, to be at over 

75% through the year; with the recent upswing in 

Covid cases, we are looking to slow the reintegration 

and keep associates WFH.  We download staff 

placement data out of our CAFM (Axxerion) system 

and utilizing excel spreadsheets with staffing 

headcount (location codes, ID, dept etc).  Each 

business unit is responsible to report who is 

returning, when and what percentage they will be 

working in the office versus WFH.  

We are also comparing security's card swipe 

information with these lists to ensure we stay at the 

desired percentage on campus.

Yes on our website
Several software options to do this = even Survey 

Monkey

Phase 1 was June 15, only essential personnel.  

Phase 2, no earlier than July 15 (likely delayed due to 

spike in COVID cases) and only personnel required to 

work onsite and limited coverage across program 

areas. Phase 3 and beyond not identified yet but will 

likely be based on number of open workspaces and 

staff/supervisor wishes; most will continue to 

telework.

3       What was your population 

in office before, population 

today, and plan for 

reintegration percentages?

Pre-COVID - 1700; ~150 invited back each week; 

~900 invited back by June 20, currently ~100 coming 

in on a daily basis (6%), so majority are WFH

TERESA Pre-COVID - 3800; ~600in manufacturing, 

~30% in elsewhere.  The reintegration process has 

slowed down due to the upswing in Covid cases.

pre Covid 90   now 45 on Monday & Tuesday 45 

Thursday & Friday  Wednesday is disinfection day.  

Balance work from home except for about 10 

warehouse personnel 

Pre Covid 220, Currently 10.  Likely approximately 

50% to keep social distancing at workspaces since 

we are in an open plan environment.

4       Are you hoteling? Work 

from home? Staggered work 

hours for employees?

The majority are WFH

The majority are WFH, but we are planning to start 

hoteling with some groups as we develop the 

process. Those coming into the office are coming in 

at staggered times, providing the percentage of time 

spent at the office, allowing each group to bring 

back 1/3 of their population at this time

See above

Pre-COVID we had a desk sharing system with 

workspaces for 80% of our staff so utilized 

teleworking regularly. Work from home? Personally, 

in office ~1/week; 99% of staff teleworking from 

home. Staggered work hours for employees? Our 

staff has always been allowed to start their day 

between 6:00 – 9:00 AM.

5       Do you utilize any 

particular system for tracking?

Badge swipes from security system (Siemens 

C*Cure)
we compare our prepared rosters with badge swipes Assigned work times based on occupancy

-Some CAFM/IWMS has hoteling tracking 

capabilities & mobile apps for check-in, Some can be 

paired with cleaning/sanitation = iOffice 

Hummingbird

NO



Phasing Staff- Return-

after Brit and tech...Questions 

6.7.8. (Teresa starts)
No

-Many employee & visitor check-in software. Some 

can be paired with CAFM/IWMS &/or Security

6       Did you have Work From 

Home (WFH) prior to COVID? 

Percent? 

Yes, a small amount of WFH on a department by 

department basis, but majority is in IT  
Little to no wfh

Policy has always been available but only about 5% 

worked from home on a fairly regular basis.  

Everyone was always set up with the capability.

YES.  Personally, once every couple of weeks; most 

staff 2-3 days/week. 

7       Is your company looking 

at an indefinite WFH or hotel 

program? Percentage?

Yes, we are looking at different scenarios in regards 

to hoteling and scrum rooms.   

TERESA Yes, we are discussing both scenarios for the 

next 12 to 18 months; we will evaluate to determine 

how that works as an indefinite program going 

forward

 Not sure what you’re asking, we will permanently 

telework full time, no.  We already have an active 

program and will continue it, it’s likely some staff 

that didn’t telework before will start or those that 

did before will want to increase their teleworking 

post-COVID. 

8       Percentage office vs open 

office? Have you implemented 

any furniture changes to 

support social distancing (ie 

partition extenders; plexi-glass )

7% private office.  We are looking at plexi-glass 

partitions for our call center seats.  Implementing 

this depends on how many this group plans to have 

come back in vs. WFH. 

TERESA 25% private office, 25% shared offices and 

50% workstations.  We installed plexi-glass at service 

desk - counter locations and are reviewing partitions 

for our call center seats and other areas where social 

distancing is hard to maintain, but have not 

committed to providing as yet.  We want to 

understand better the 'aerosol effect' of the virus.  

Implementing these also depends on how many this 

group plans to have come back in vs. WFH. 

95% Open office.  Changed some workstations for 

social distancing.  Added some barriers.  Currently 

alternating being back in the office

2 Offices, 250 open workspaces.  Only furniture 

change we’ve made to open office areas is to disable 

every other workspace to maintain 6’ distancing.  

Some service areas (IT, APO, Security) we’ve added 

plexiglass between staff and internal customer.

Phasing Staff- Return- tracking Zones

1       Are you tracking who 

comes to the office? Where 

people sit? Do you allow drop in 

staff (staff assigned to work at 

home to stop by the office)? Are 

you allowing visitors? Do you 

have a tracking program you are 

using?

Yes, tracking who comes in by badge swipes.  We 

use ServiceNow for tracking seating (set up prior to 

COVID).  Yes, staff that are WFH can stop in the 

office as needed.  The building is closed to the 

public, however, visitors are allowed and they must 

wear masks and check in at Security.  Visitor 

notification can be input in ServiceNow, however 

this has not been well adopted.  Visitors are also 

manually recorded. 

TERESA We download staff placement data out of 

our CAFM (Axxerion) system and utilizing excel 

spreadsheets with staffing headcount (location 

codes, ID, dept etc).  Each business unit is 

responsible to report who is returning, when and 

what percentage they will be working in the office 

versus WFH.  we have no other tracking system but 

reviewing the potential.  Interested in hearing what 

systems other companies may be using.

We are also comparing card swipe information with 

these lists.                                                                                                  

No visitors without prior exec authorization.  

We have assigned times we can be in the office. 

Visitors must follow same entrance protocol.

-iOffice Space-right module figures out distances 

(you set size) between workstations.  Accordant and 

others does heat mapping to monitor social 

distancing

Are you tracking who comes to the office? Security 

keeps a log of everyone that enters the building 

each day based on employee badge use.  Sorry, but 

some of these questions are redundant and/or 

unclear; not going to ask question twice. Where 

people sit? Do you allow drop in staff (staff assigned 

to work at home to stop by the office)?  Must be pre-

announced and make appointment if seeing service 

areas.  Are you allowing visitors? No, only building 

vendors to maintain systems. 

2       Has anyone created zones 

or area requirements to protect 

groups of workers and allow 

contact tracing should an 

outbreak occur?

No

TERESA Labs and testing facilities have adopted 

company policies.  Each are monitored by the group 

or segment they fall under.  We required associates 

that relocate (due to social distancing) to update 

their location in CAFM (Axxerion) which records 

history to track  who is assigned each desk (for 

potential future 'contact tracing)

We've divided our space into 7 zones.  2 Warehouse, 

I public and 4 work area zones.  Associates are asked 

to stay in their zones for contact tracing purposes.  

You are allowed to visit different zones but face 

masks and hand sanitizing is required.

Not currently since so few people are in the building.

3        Are you utilizing a system 

to track people in areas of their 

building?

No No

Yes we have a system called "Workplace advisor" 

that tells where people travel during the workday.  

This helps with cleaning frequency scheduling and 

determining what areas of the building need more 

attention from a disinfecting standpoint. More info 

available upon request. 

No

4       Have you placed signage 

in your facility to provide 

instruction per CDC guidelines 

for COVID and social distancing? 

Can you share?

We worked closely with Marketing to develop a 

brand centric cohesive signage package.  Signs start 

in the parking garage with a reminder about the self-

assessment.  While this situation is serious, we were 

able to bring a little levity with the wording of the 

signage.  We also did a chair drop with a "Welcome 

Back" flier and a branded mask.  

TERESA Yes, see attached images of the signage 

placed in various locations throughout the building, 

which has been updated as policies shift, ie. 

mandatory masks vs 'encouraged'.

Yes We can share the full set of signage

-Social Distancing Wearables - utilize zones, 

occupants per zone and also beep too close to 

another person/device per that zone = Proximity 

Trace (Triax) or EGOpro.  Both good for contract 

tracing per person, too.

-General Tracking any CAFM/IWMS

Yes

COVID Cases: 2 Q (Teresa starts)

1       What is the plan if 

someone is infected? Comes in 

contact with someone that is 

infected? Etc. 

The company has a process in place, with guidance 

from the CDC and local health authorities, to notify 

impacted associates. As part of this process, we 

encourage associates to make a note of those they 

come in contact with each day at CSC to aid in virus 

tracing.

TERESA The company has a process in place, with 

guidance from the CDC and local health authorities, 

to notify impacted associates. Quarantining, 

contract tracing... Through HR we have an app, .

If infected they are to stay home for the quarantine 

period and show negative covid test prior to return.  

If come in contact with someone they must stay at 

home until they get a negative covid test result.

Stay Home.  Comes in contact with someone that is 

infected? Stays home.  Etc. If it occurs in the office, 

we notify those that came in contact and have them 

go get tested, testing not offered thru company; 

hasn’t happened yet. 



1(cont)       How does an 

employee inform your company 

of a potential COVID contact or 

illness concern they have? 

 What is your process and is it 

by a software app or system?

If you have additional, specific concerns, please 

contact your manager, who will contact their HR 

Business Partner for guidance. If you become sick or 

otherwise begin to demonstrate signs of illness 

while present in the workplace, immediately 

separate yourself from other associates and leave 

CSC.

TERESA  Through the HR app, by Appian that one can 

self report if ill, contact with someone ill, etc that 

one can self report if ill, contact with someone ill, 

etc.  We have an COVID emergency paid leave is 

offered to assist those effected by COVID or to care 

for family, child or otherwise up to 160 hours

Via Email 

How does an employee inform your company of a 

potential COVID contact or illness concern they 

have?  Notify Safety Officer & Supervisor. What is 

your process and is it by a software app or system? 

Safety officer completes form and sends to HQ.

2        Do you have an 

Emergency Reponses Plan for a 

Positive Case in your facility? Is 

it printed and easily accessible? 

Does your team know this plan?

We don't have a policy and there isn't a direct 

answer to that unfortunately; it would depend on 

what we discovered in our intake process on 

whether the building would close or not. Very 

dependent and unique to the circumstances that we 

encounter. HR, Legal & Risk will be making 

recommendations. 

TERESA &/or KELLY We have an emergency response 

plan but it is not widely distributed, created by the 

Crisis Management Team (CMT) and shared with 

executives and departments necessary. It is also 

dependent and unique to the circumstances that we 

encounter. HR, Legal & Security continue to make 

recommendations. 

Yes 

Other: questions 1-4          (Julie starts)

-Software available to provide latest regulatory 

guidelines, can be paired with Health screening 

questions via text = GoCanvas (also used by those 

performing Health screening for tracking)

1       Any ongoing construction 

projects where you have slowed 

to rethink design due to COVID? 

Or any new projects due to 

COVID?

We had requested budget to refresh our Café - 

seating, finishes, etc.  This was denied for this fiscal 

year for cost avoidance.  The design may need to 

change depending on the longer term effects of 

COVID 

TERESA Our master plan phase 2 construction 

project has 'paused' as we review the long term 

effects of COVID.  Additionally, we were looking at a 

project to add turnstiles at every associate entry.  

Other remodel projects were initially put on hold, 

but have started up again as it is allowing us to take 

advantage of less persons on site.   KELLY Touchless 

sensor project was implemented directly due to 

Covid

Yes involved in many NO

2       Have you had difficulty 

with sourcing?  Do you have 

reliable sources for materials, 

products or services that you 

would share?

We had to wait 2 months on delivery of the rest 

room replacement hardware. 

KELLY Like others, disinfectants, hand sanitizers and 

electrostatic sprayers were long lead items, less so 

today. 

In the beginning sourcing was difficult but currently 

have sources for all PPE & Equipment. 
Yes Building No

3       How is your current staff 

handling the increased 

workload?  Are you short 

staffed/fully staffed?

We are fully staffed.  One has been going into the 

office the entire time.  We are starting to phase back 

in 3 days a week.  Mail room has 3 staff and they are 

rotating every 3 weeks for coverage.  We have 

reduced their work to essential mail functions. 

fully staffed

We are having some trouble getting a consistent 

work load.  Existing staff is currently capable of 

workload but getting new people is difficult.

Are masks being provided?

HRB provided one branded mask per associate that 

was placed on their desk along with the Return 

Flyer.  We do have some excess non-branded masks 

at the security desk in case someone forgets theirs.  

These will be available until we run out. 

Garmin provided one branded mask per associate 

that they were to pick up when they came to the 

office.   We are ordering additional for purchase. 

Disposable masks are available if needed.

Yes N/A

Rest Room Hardware

We currently have lever handles on all rest rooms.  

We will be installing push plates, pulls and wide foot 

pulls in all rest rooms in July. 

All  hardware was replaced with handless options in 

early June
Changed hardware & faucets out. N/A

4       How  are you handling 

traffic patters in: Elevators

No more than four people may occupy a single 

elevator at one time.

No more than four people may occupy a single 

elevator at one time, and no one is to talk during the 

ride. We are considering air sanitizers for each cab.

N/A N/A

Stairs

To alleviate congestion on the elevators, we 

encourage you to use the stairs (while still adhering 

to social distancing standards) if you are able. Please 

follow signage located on each floor at the entrance 

to each stairwell for social distancing instructions as 

we will designate one-way traffic for each stairwell.

To alleviate congestion on the elevators, we 

encourage you to use the stairs (while still adhering 

to social distancing standards) if you are able. We 

debated designate one-way traffic for hallways and 

stairwells, but it was too confusing….but I hear talk 

that we actually might relook at stairways 

directional designation 

N/A N/A

Lobby Seating Spaces Closed until further notice

Our seating is already spread out across a large 

room and rarely being used with no visitors. No 

recommendations at this time.

Rearranged N/A

Meetings

Meetings larger than 10 people should be held 

virtually via Microsoft Teams or conference call. In 

person meetings larger than 10 people are not 

allowed at this time.

Meetings are suggested to be held on TEAMS.  

Conference rooms are now 50% or less capacity. 

OK with masks and social distancing.  Try to leave 

meeting space door open.
N/A

Conference/Meeting Rooms

Removed 1/2 of the chairs from 20 and 12 person 

rooms and adjusted the capacity in our scheduling 

software (Resource Scheduler). Closed all rooms that 

originally held less than 12 people, including Huddle 

rooms.  These were removed from the scheduling 

system and are closed with signage, not locked. 

Removed 1/2 of the chairs from all conference 

rooms and adjusted the capacity by signage on each 

room.  All rooms are available and sprayed nightly 

with disinfectant.

Added signage and adjusted reservation system to 

allow appropriate number of people for the square 

footage.

-Occupancy count Software to display number of 

occupants in restroom = Safe by Density, Sensource
N/A



Business Travel

H&R Block continues to follow the Centers for 

Disease Control (CDC) direction on travel. Any 

associate who travels for personal reasons will need 

to work with their manager to ensure they 

quarantine for at least 14 days before returning to 

the office.

Garmin follows the CDC direction on travel. 

Currently, there is no business travel allowed (unless 

approved by exec management). Any associate who 

travels for personal reasons will need to work with 

their manager to ensure they quarantine for at least 

14 days before returning to the office.

None at this time N/A

Is the Café open?

Yes, associates are encouraged to order and pay 

ahead through the Chopping Block’s Fresh Rewards 

app. Orders will be placed alphabetically on tables 

outside the café servery. Seating area is closed.   

Yes, associates are encouraged to order and pay 

ahead through the Fresh Rewards app. Orders will 

be placed alphabetically on tables outside the café 

servery. Seating area is has limited seating, spaced 

out to be socially distant.   The Cafe has also 

introduced Family sized meals to go for purchase.

N/A N/A

Is the Roasterie coffee shop 

open?

Yes, associates are encouraged to order and pay 

ahead through the Chopping Block’s Fresh Rewards 

app. Order will be placed on tables inside the 

Roasterie.  No seating is available.  

Yes, only in the morning and must order and pay 

ahead through the Fresh Rewards app. Order will be 

placed on tables inside the Roasterie.  No seating is 

available.  

N/A N/A

Is the Fitness Center open? Closed until further notice

Closed until Sept 8- but that is always possible to 

change, but Fitness Center will have reduced  

capacity based on CDC guidelines.  Looking to install 

an occupancy sensor system to allow associates to 

see if at capacity. 

N/A N/A

Is the Company Store open.

The Block Shop @ CSC will remain open via badge 

access to ensure you can show your Block Pride and 

have access to snacks and other merchandise. The 

self-checkout register and shop will be cleaned 

frequently as this is a high-touch area. Social 

distancing guidelines must also be followed in this 

very small, enclosed environment. 

Access to snacks and other merchandise is still 

available. The self-checkout register and shop will be 

cleaned frequently as this is a high-touch area. Social 

distancing guidelines must also be followed in this 

very small, enclosed environment. 

N/A N/A

Will the refrigerators in break 

rooms be available?

All food containers should be sanitized before 

storing and placed into clear sealed plastic bags with 

your name and date written on the bag. Food should 

not be stored in the workplace for more than 24 

hours.

Yes, they are sanitized on a weekly basis No discontinued use of refrigerators N/A

Are there resources available 

for personal supplies? 

H&R Block has created the list of vendors to help 

associates looking to obtain personal supplies for 

themselves or their

families (sanitizer, gloves, masks, toilet paper and 

food items).  These are for personal purchase, not 

corporate card purchases.  

Not at this time.
Not at this time but sounds like a good idea N/A

I have a question, how can I 

ask?

HRB has set up a ReturntoBlock email address that 

routes initially to HR for response.

CMT, Crisis Management Team has an email and 

site.
Email N/A

Can I take home my computer 

equipment?

Yes, please use the QR code at the Security Desk to 

check out your equipment (monitor, docking station, 

keyboard, mouse). All equipment must be checked 

back in upon return to the office.

Yes, (monitor, docking station, keyboard, mouse) 

can go home or a new set ordered if splitting time 

between home and office.  No furniture is allowed to 

leave.  All equipment must be checked back in upon 

return to the office.

Yes N/A


